
Rice Husking and Milling Machine

●Please note in advance that the external appearance and specifications of this product may change without
   prior notice for future improvement. 
●To prevent electric failure due to electric leakage caused by lightning strikes or power surges, 
　please unplug this product when not in use. 
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Introduction
Thank you very much for purchasing our rice milling machine. 

●This operation manual describes the handling procedures required to use this rice husking and milling machine, 
  as  well as the precautions to be observed for safety. Before using this product, 
　please read this operation manual carefully to ensure safe proper use. A little carelessness may 
　result in a serious accident. Even those who are used to the handling of the rice husking and milling machine 
　shall read the safety precautions without fail.    
●Keep this operation manual in a safe place close to where the rice husking and milling machine is used so that 
　this manual can be referred to immediately when there is a question about the handling of the machine.
   If this operation manual is lost or illegible due to dirt, please place an order with the distributor 
　from which you purchased this product.    

Safety Precautions 

・This operation manual contains precautions accompanied by the caution sign “ 　”. 
Since they explain important matters that must be observed to ensure safety, please be sure to
follow the instructions. 

・The warning headings using this caution sign are classified into three levels depending on the 
　extent of danger as follows: 

DANGER : Indicates a hazardous situation that will result in death or serious 
　injury if the warning statement is not followed. 

WARNING : Indicates a hazardous situation that could result  in death or serious 
  injury if the warning statement is not followed.  

CAUTION : Indicates a hazardous situation that could result in injury if the 
  warning statement is not followed. 

Warning headings used in this operation manual

・Install this product in a dry place avoiding rain. 
・ I f  an earth terminal is not available,grounding
　 is required. Contact your distributor.

・Do not use an extension cord or plug this
   machine and a device that requires a lot of
   electricity into the same outlet, or it could
   cause a voltage reduction that interferes 
   with normal operation. 

・ Install this product in 
   a level and stable place.
   Installation in an 
   unstable place is 
   dangerous because 
   the rice milling 
   machine could fall.

●This machine is designed for house hold use only. Do not discharge husked rice in the case of
   industrial use.

Precautions to observe when performing installation

CAUTION
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Safety Precautions

・To ensure safe use of the rice milling machine, we
   attach a safety label (warning or caution label) as
   shown below to the rice husking and milling machine.
   Read the warnings written on the label carefully
 before operating this machine.     

・The safety label shall remain attached until the 
    product is discarded. If the warnings described on 
    the safety label are illegible due to dirt or damage to
    the label, place an order for this label with your 
    distributor.   

CAUTION 

Handling precautions

Handling precautions

・Do not insert a stick or rod into the rice milling
    machine during operation.

・In the event of a failure of the rice milling machine,
    disconnect the plug from the outlet immediately.
    When you use the machine equipped with the engine,
    stop the engine.

・Do not mix paddy or husked rice with foreign
    matter such as pebbles.
　
・Disconnect the plug from the outlet before
    performing maintenance or inspections.

[ Front View ] [ Rear View ]
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Before Using This Product

Parts names

Sorting device
It sorts (separates) husked rice and husks.

Air volume regulation plate
It regulates the suction air volume
 in the sorting device

Paddy rice hopper
It can hold up to approximately
 27 kg of paddy rice.

Rice husking shutter
Pulling this shutter feeds unhulled 
rice to the rice husking portion

Fixed stand
Fix the machine with anchor bolt.

Rice husk discharge fan

Rice husks discharge hose

It is used to discharge bran.

It is used to eject chaff.

Power input pulley
The direction of rotation is clockwise
It's about 1450 rpm

Husked rice hopper
It can hold up to approximately 14 kg
 of husked rice.

Power switch

Rice milling shutter
Pulling the shutter feeds
 husked rice to the rice
 milling portion

Whiteness adjustment dial
It regulates the rice milling
 pressure to achieve the desired
 whiteness of milled rice.

Outlet chute

Front cover

Milled rice is discharged
 from here.

Open it for inspections.

Rice husking fan hose

Rice husking fan

Rice bran discharge hose

[ Front View ]

[ Rear View ]
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Before Using This Product
Enclosed items

Sorting device

Warranty certificate

Operation manual
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Before Using This Product

1
・Secure them by tightening the 
    bolts and nuts(Refer to page 15).  

2

3

4

5

Preparation

Mount the the sorting device to 
the main rice husking and milling 
machine unit.

・Insert the hoses into the 
    sorting device.

Fix the machine with anchor bolts.

Mount the bags or the cyclones.
・Please put two unsealed(airly) 
　bags on the discharge hoses or 
    the two cyclone and two bags.

Place a rice receiving box 
under the outlet chute.

・The rice receiving box is not 
　included in the accessories for 
　this product. Please prepare a box 
　that can contain more than 
　25 kg of rice ready.

Insert the plug into an outlet.
・Do not use an extension cord.

bolt and nut

Sorting
 device

Rice receiving box

Outlet chute

Rice husks
discharge
hose

Rice bran
discharge
hose

Fixed stand
Anchor bolt



Points to be checked before operation
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How to Mill Rice

●Do not dismount covers during operation,
  or it could cause injury.

Warning
●A voltage of 220V is applied to the terminals 
  of the parts placed inside the rice husking 
  and milling machine.
  Do not insert any metallic bar from an opening 
  into the machine, or it could cause electric shock.

Note
●This rice husking and milling machine is dedicated  for 
  paddy and husked rice.Any grain other than paddy 
   and husked rice cannot be milled

●Turn the whiteness adjustment dial slowly.
  Turning it fast could cause clogging of rice

Push the rice husking shutter to close
the shutter

Rice receiving box

Outlet chute

Rice husking shutter

Whiteness 
 adjustment dial

Push the rice milling shutter to close
the shutter.

Turn the whiteness adjustment dial to “      ”.

Mount the bags or the cyclones.

・Please put two unsealed (airly) bags 
  on the discharge hoses or the two 
   cyclone and two bags.

Rice milling shutter

Place a rice receiving box under the
outlet chute.

・To mill paddy rice, start with the
    rice husking procedures (on page 7).

・To mill husked rice, start with the rice milling
    procedures (on page 8).
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Rice husking procedures

How to Mill Rice

Note
・Remove straw dust mixed into paddy rice.
    The clogging of straw dust could prevent the rice 
    husking operation from being performed normally

Put paddy rice in the paddy rice hopper
(on the left front).

・This tank can hold approximately 27 kg of
    paddy rice.

Turn the power switch “ ON ”.
When you use the machine equipped with the 
engine,start the engine and turn on the lever 
of tension pulley.

After approximately 5 seconds, pull the
rice husking shutter.

・Pulling the shutter immediately after turning
    the power  switch “ON”, paaddy rice may
    be caught in the husking fan.

When the husked rice hopper is filled with 
husked rice during the rice husking operation,
push the rice husking shutter.

・Continuing the rice husking operation with the 
    husked rice hopper filled with husked rice could
    cause the clogging of the sorting device.

When the rice husking is completed, push
the rice husking shutter before turning the 
power switch “ OFF ”.

・To stop the rice husking operation in the middle, 
    push the rice husking shutter and then turn the 
    power switch “ OFF ” to prevent paddy rice from 
    being caught in the husking fan.  

In the event of the following problems during the
rice husking operation, cope with them in reference
to the relevant item.

・THe circuit breaker was activated
   “Activation of the circuit breaker”
    (Refer to page 11)
・The rice husking efficiency decreased suddenly
   “Cleaning of the drop port of the paddy rice
    hopper”(Refer to page 17)
・Whole rice grains are mixed into the rice bran in
   the rice bran bag 
   “Regulation of suction air volume in the sorting 
   device”(Refer to page 12)

Paddy rice

Paddy rice hopper
Husked rice hopper

Power switchRice husking shutter

Rice-receiving boxRice receiving box



Rice milling procedures
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How to Mill Rice

Husked rice that went through the
rice husking process is automatically fed
into the husked rice hopper.

・The husked rice hopper can hold up to
    approximately 14 kg of husked rice. 
・To perform the rice milling process only,put
    husked rice into the husked rice hopper.

Turn the whiteness adjustment dial to “ 　 ”.

Turn power switch “ ON ”.
When you use the machine equipped the
engine,start the engine and turn on
the lever of tension pulley.

Pull the rice milling shutter.

Turn the whiteness adjustment dial 
clockwise slowly until the desired 
whiteness is achieved.

・The level 3～4 of the dial are standard
    whitness levels

Note
Turn the whiteness adjustment dial slowly.
Turning it too fast could cause the
clogging of rice

When the desired whiteness is achieved,
push the rice milling shutter and turn
the power switch “ OFF ”.

Return unmilled rice in the rice
receiving box to the husked rice hopper.

・Return the rice receiving box to the 
    position under the outlet chute.

Turn the power switch “ ON ”and pull
the rice milling shutter.
When you use the machine equipped the
engine,start the engine and turn on the
lever of tension pulley.

Rice milling
  shutter

Husked rice hopper

Rice-receiving boxRice receiving box

Husked rice

Whiteness
  adjustment dial

Power switch

Rice milling
  shutter

8

Unmilled rice
Outlet chute
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How to Mill Rice

To stop the rice milling process in the
middle, push the rice milling shutter
and turn the power switch “ OFF ”.

After completion of the rice milling
process, return the whiteness adjustment 
dial to “      ”and push the rice milling shutter.

Turn the power switch ”OFF ”.
When you use the machine equipped with 
the engine, turn off the lever of tension 
pulley for losing the V-belt tension and 
then stop the engine.

Note

Clue

To refrigerator users:
・If husked rice is stored in a refrigerater,
   remove it from the refrigerator about 5～6
   hours before milling it to let it warm to
   room temperature.
   Milling husked rice immediately after removing
   it from the refrigerator could cause
   rice milling failure.

・Since glutinous rice is prone to cause
   clogging, it is recommended to mill the rice
   twice.Mill the rice to remove 60 or 70 percent of
   rice bran first, and then mill the rice once again 
   under the condition of low milling pressure.

Rice milling procedures

Whiteness
  adjustment dial

Power switch

Rice milling
  shutter 9

10

11



After completion of rice milling process
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How to Mill Rice

Disconnect the power plug from the outlet.
When you use the machine equipped with 
the engine,turn off the lever of tension 
pulley for losing the V-belt tension and 
then stop the engine.

Wipe of rice bran attached to the outlet
chute with a soft cloth.

・Be careful not to damage the outlet chute.

Clean the sorting device.
・Refer to “Cleaning of the sorting device”
   (Page 12)

Wipe off the inside of the hopper with 
a soft cloth (such as towel).

・Leaving rice bran and dust attached could
    deteriorate the flow of rice kernels.

Store the rice husking and milling
machine in a low-humidity environment.

Sorting device

Husked rice 
  hopper

Paddy rice hopper

Outlet chute



Activation of the circuit breaker
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10

10

How to Mill Rice

・If the circuit breaker switch is activated and the rice husking and milling machine stops, restore according to 
    the following procedures.

Disconnect the power plug from the outlet.

Check that the power switch is “ OFF ”.

Push the rice husking shutter.

Push the rice husking shutter and turn the 
whiteness adjustment dial to “      ”.

Eliminate the cause of the activation of
the circuit breaker.

<In the case of the rice husking portion>
・Clogging of the husking fan
    Refer to“Cleaning of the husking fan” 
   (on page 17)
・Clogging of the sorting device
    Refer to “Cleaning of the sorting device”
    (onpage 12)
・Clogging of the fan
    Refer to “Cleaning of the fan ”(on page 16)
・Decrease in voltage
    Refer to “Troubleshooting”(on page 14)

<In the case of the rice milling portion>
Dismount the door B.

Rotate the main pulley right and left.
・If it can be rotated smoothly,the machine
    can be activated.

Mount the door B.

Insert the power plug into the electrical
outlet.

Turn the power switch “ON”to check if
 the machine operates normally.

・If the machine still cannot be restored,
    refer to the “Maintenance and Inspection”
    section (on page 13).

Plug

Power switch

Rice husking shutter

Whiteness
  adjustment 
   dial

Rice milling shutter

Plug

Door B

Power switch



Cleaning of the sorting device
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Regulation of suction air volume in the sorting device

Maintenance and Inspection

●At the end of the rice milling process,perform the following operations every time:

Disconnect the power plug from the outlet.
When you use the machine equipped with 
the engine, stop the engine.

Dismount the inspection lid.
・Remove the four nob bolts.

Clean the inside of the sorting
device using a brush, etc.

・The use of an air blower is 
     more effective for cleaning.

Reverse the procedure above to assemble
the parts.

・Regulate the suction air volume if perfect rice grains are discharged together
    with rice husks during the rice husking process.

Loosen the knob bolt and regulate the
opening of the inspection lid with 
the air volume regulation plate.

・Opening the inspection lid decreases 
    suction power

Warning

・Before performing inspection,
    disconnect the power plug from
    the outlet to prevent the risk
    of electric shock

Plug

Knob bolt

Cleaning brush

Inspection lid

Air volume regulation plate
Knob bolt

Opening

Rice husks 
 discharge hose

Inspection lid

Sorting
device
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Maintenance and of the rice milling portion
Maintenance of the rice milling portion

・Perform the inspection and cleaning of the rice milling 
    portion every six months when the machine is used normally
    or before use when the machine is not used for more 
    than months.
・Also ,perform inspection and cleaning if the machine
    is clogging with rice during the rice milling process
    and the situation is not improved in spite of taking 
    measures specified in the “Activation of the circuit
    breaker”portion

Disconnect the power plug from the outlet.

Dismount the front cover.
・Pull the front cover to the front to dismount it.

Remove the pressure governer fixing bolts(two).

Dismount the pressure governer,outlet chute,
and rice bran removal screen.

・The outlet chute and the rice bran removal
    screen can be dismounted together.

Warning
・Before performing an inspection,
　disconnect the power cord from
    the outlet to prevent the risk of
    electric shock.

Front cover

Pressure governor
  fixing bolt

Pressure
 governor

Outlet
 Chute

Plug
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Maintenance and inspection

Remove the knob bolt to dismount the
pressure governor.

Knob bolt

Pressure
governor

Wipe off (remove) all rice bran attached 
to the outlet chute with a cloth. 

Remove small rice fragments and remove
rice bran attached to the rice bran 
removal screen using the cleaning brush.

Reverse the procedure above to assemble
the parts.

Clean here

Outlet chute

・Moving the pressure governor up
    disengages the catch.

Rice bran
removal 
screen
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Cleaning of the suction chamber and the rice bran removal fan

Maintenance and Inspection

Disconnect the power plug from the outlet.

Dismount the suction hose.

Disengage the two draw latches of the 
suction chamber.Pull the suction chamber
down to dismount it.

Remove any rice bran accumulated in the
suction chamber.

Disengage the (four) draw latches of the
fan to remove the lid of the fan.

Remove any rice bran attached to the
inside and the blade of the rice bran 
removal fan. 

Reverse the procedure above to assemble
the parts.

Plug

Suction
chamber

Draw latches

Lid of the fan
Suction chamber

Rice bran removal fan

Suction
hose
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Cleaning of the rice husk suction fan 

Maintenance and Inspection

Disconnect the plug from the outlet.

Dismount the rice husk suction hose.

Disengage the draw latches of the
fan to dismount the lid of the fan.

Clean the inside of the fan.

Reverse the procedure above to assemble
the parts

Plug

Rice husk suction fan
Rice husk suction hose

Draw latch Lid of the fan
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Cleaning of the husked rice drop port and the rice husking fan

6

Maintenance and Inspection

・Perform the following operations if the rice husking efficiency decreases during the rice husking
    process,if the circuit breaker is activated or every six months:

Disconnect the power plug from the outlet.

Push the rice husking shutter.

Turn the power switch “OFF”.

Take unhulled rice out of the paddy rice hopper.

Clean the drop port of the paddy rice hopper. 

・Remove straw dust and rice husks by
    blowing air or using a brush. 

Disengage the draw latches and 
dismount the lid of the husking fan.

・The husking fan is fixed securely because
    it is a pressure-type fan.Becareful when
    dismounting the lid.

Clean the inside of the husking fan case.
・Removing the bolt (M8) will dismount the
    husking fan.
・The husking fan and the lining are
    consumables.

Reverse the procedure above to assemble
the parts.

6

Replace them every 360-480kg of rice
husking, and contact your distributor
when a replacement is needed.

Plug

Power switch

Rice husking shutter

Rice milling shutter

Latch
Bolt

Rice husking fan

Lining

Lid of the husking fan case

Paddy rice hopper
Cleaning brush
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Inspection of the V-belt

Maintenance and Inspection

Disconnect the power plug from
the outlet.

・Perform the inspection of the V-belt if it is worn out and goes into a skid or once a year.

Check the V-belt for any abnormality.
・If the V-belt is cracked or goes into a skid,
    place an order for a new V-belt with your
    distributor.

<Figure of the belt for the rice husking
         in place>

<Figure of the belt for the rice milling
         in place>

Plug

V-belt

V-belt



Condition Cause Countermeasure
The commercial power circuit
breaker was activated

・Eliminate the cause of the activation of the
   commercial power circuit breaker and then turn the 
   power on

The fuse of the commercial power
was blown out ・Replace the fuse of the commercial power

The circuit breaker was activated

An electric part is damaged ・Contact your distributor

・Do not use an extension cord

・Disconnect other electrical appliances that consume
    larger amounts of power from the outlet

・Check the condition of paddy rice

・Clean the paddy rice drop port (Refer to page 17)

Paddy rice is not dried
completely

・Paddy rice is high-moisture

・Moisture content is unstable

The husking fan or the lining is
worn out ・Contact your distributor

The rotational speed of motor 
is low

・Do not use an extension cord

・Disconnect other electrical appliances that consume
    larger amounts of power from the outlet

・Dry paddy rice completely

The voltage decreased

The rice husking
or milling device
does not operate.

Low efficiency

Paddy rice is
mixed in husked 
rice

The amount of paddy rice
supplied from the paddy rice
hopper is small
(A lot of stem or leaves are
contained)

The amount of paddy rice
supplied from the paddy rice
hopper is unstable
(Many stems or leaves are in 
the rice)

●Whole machine

●Rice husking portion
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Troubleshooting

Caution
・Before opening the cover of this
   rice husking and milling machine, 
   disconnect the power plug from the 
   outlet to prevent the risk of electric
  shock. 

・In the event of a problem during the use of this rice husking and milling machine, refer to the table below
    to find the cause and take countermeasures. If the problem cannot be resolved , disconnect
    the power plug of the rice husking and milling machine from the outlet and contact your distributor.

・Eliminate the cause of the activation of the circuit
    breaker and then turn on the power again 
    (Refer to page 11)

Condition Countermeasure

・Check the condition of paddy rice

・Clean the paddy rice drop port (Refer to page 17)

Cause



Condition Cause countermeasure
Straw dust is caught in the
sorting chamber ・Clean the sorting device (Refer to page 12)

The rotation frequency of the
hulling fan is low ・Inspect the V-belt (Refer to page 18)

The hulling fan or the lining 
is worn out ・Contact your distributor

Unhulled rice is not dried
completely

・Dry paddy rice completely

Poor-quality rice (cracked rice,
germinated rice, and rice 
suffering from disease and
insect damage,etc.) 

・Avoid as much as possible

Straw dust is caught in the
sorting chamber

・Clean the sorting device (Refer to page 12)

The air volume regulation panel 
is not working

・Adjust the air volume regulation plate (Refer to page 12)

Straw dust is caught in the 
sorting chamber and the hose

・Clean the sorting device and the hose(Refer to page 12)

Electric power failure ・Clean the husking fan

The pressure is too high
・Turn the whiteness adjustment dial counterclockwise to 
    decrease the pressure

Heat is not released from the
parts inside the rice milling
device sufficiently

・Clean the covers and slits(openings)

the pressure is too high
・Turn the whiteness adjustment dial counterclockwise to 
    decrease the pressure

The condition of husked rice is
not good

Glutinous rice is used

・Do not use an extension cord

・Disconnect other electrical appliances that consume
    larger amounts of power from the outlet

Rice bran is attached to the 
outlet chute

Dust, such as straw, is caught 
in the rice bran removal screen

Wear of the rice bran removal 
screen and the milling roll

・Replace the parts

The pressure is too high
・Turn the whiteness dial counterclockwise to decrease
    the pressure

Poor-quality hulled rice (cracked
rice, dead rice, rice with high
moisture content)

・Decrease the pressure and mill the rice twice

Deformation of the rice bran
removal screen

・Replace the rice bran removal screen

・Perform inspection and cleaning (Refer to pages 13~14)

Decreased power

・Decrease the pressure and mill rice twice

Rice husks is
mixed in husked
rice

Husked rice is
damaged

Whole rice grains
is discharged 
from rice husks 
discharge hose

Unhusked rice is
caught in the
husking fan

Milled rice is hot

Rice is caught

Decreased 
rice milling 
capacity

Rice grains are 
broken

●Rice husking portion

●Rice milling portion
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Troubleshooting

Condition Cause countermeasure
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After-Sales Service
●If the rice husking and milling machine is in poor condition, address the problem in reference to the
  troubleshooting section.
●If the problem cannot still be solved, please advise the following information to your distributor:
  ・Symptom
  ・Type of the rice husking and milling machine
  ・Model of the rice husking and milling machine
  

When placing an order for consumables, please also report the part name in addition to the above
information

Specifications

Type

Power source

Required input

Efficiency

Tank capacity

Method

Safety device

Rice bran removal
    device

Dimensions of the 
    main unitt

Mass

Accessories

Rice husking and milling machine  

Motor or Engine (sold separately)

more than 2.2kW(3PS) and CW 1,430~1,450rpm

Rice husking Rice milling

100-150kg/h 70-110kg/h

Paddy rice: 27kg Husked rice: 14kg

Impeller type husking Single pass type milling

Circuit protector (Breaker switch)

Suction fan

840mm (Width) × 700mm (Depth) × 1,280mm (Height)

94kg

Operation manual and  Warranty certificate



OPTIONS for A-1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

How to assemble cyclone separators 

1. Assemble cyclone separators to the main 

body of A-1 with bolt-M8.(Fig.2) 

2. Assemble husk discharge hose and bran 

discharge hose to cyclone separators.(Fig.3) 

 

 

 

 

 

How to assemble broken rice sorting shoot 

1. Assemble broken rice sorting shoot 

to the main body of A-1 with bolt-M8. 

(Fig.4) 
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Cyclone separators 

Broken rice 

sorting shoot 

(Example) 

Power source base  

for engine 

Fig.1 An example of main body of  

A-1 attached engine base. 

Fig.2 

Fig.3 

Fig.4 



How to assemble power source base to the main body of A-1 

1. Use wrench No.12 and bolt-M8 (see Fig.6 and Fig.7) ,when setting up power  

source base to the main body of A-1.  
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Fig.6 
Nut-M8 

Washer-M8 

Nut-M8 

Fig.5 An example of assembling  

power source base for engine  

to the main body of A-1. 

Engine attachment plate 

Antivibration rubber 

Power source base 

Fig.7 

Antivibration rubber 

Washer-M8 Nut-M8 

Washer-M8 
Nut-M8 



Option
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・The engine base option is for ss200 of MIN SEN CO.,LTD. The customer 

  should prepare 88-inch B-type v-belts with two and 4-inch pulley.

・The motor base option is exclusively for the HASCON ELECTRIC MOTOR 

  hal-90l-2.The customer should prepare 88-inch B-type v-belts with

  two and 4-inch pulley.

・Dust and dirt adhere to the optional cyclone and broken rice sorting shoot.

  Please clean it carefully



MEMO
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[ The items handled by kanryu ]
Circulation type rice milling machine,

Single pass rice milling machine,
Stone removing machine, 

Fertilizer distributor, 
Winnowing machine, 

Flour milling machine ,etc.

KANRYU INDUSTRY CO.,LTD. 
http://www.kanryu.com/index.html     Contact:info@kanryu.com

(2019.7)
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